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Foreword
This booklet is offered by the American Institute of
Accountants to State societies, and their chapters, in
the hope that it will help them in handling their pub
lic relations problems and in taking advantage of
their public relations opportunities.
It is designed as a how-to-do-it manual, with as
little theory as possible and as much emphasis as
possible on practical, everyday affairs. The sugges
tions made reflect both the national public relations
program of the Institute, which is included in full
in Section III, and a more theoretical discussion of
public relations in a booklet called “Public Opinion
and the Accounting Profession.” Copies of the latter
booklet may be obtained from the Institute.
Obviously no booklet of this kind could pretend
to offer an answer to every problem, to contain a
formula for every opportunity, or to suit precisely
the needs of all State societies or chapters. But the
recommendations have been well tested in many
other public relations programs. Though general in
form, the suggestions in most cases can be adapted
to meet State and local needs.

SECTION I
ORGANIZING FOR PUBLIC
RELATIONS

A public relations program, or a publicity
program, usually works best when it has
been carefully planned in advance.
This first section, therefore, deals pri
marily with ways and means of planning
and organizing a public information pro
gram for a State society or a local chapter.
Just as the certified public accountant
plans his work, and carries it out in ac
cordance with standard procedures, so
must the public information official plan
his activities.
Advance planning simplifies the job,
and pays rich dividends.

Public Relations and Some of Its Tools

Public relations is the art of simultaneously
deserving and achieving public support and
understanding. What an organization does,
and what it says it does, are equally im
portant.
But the first two sections of this guide
book are concerned primarily with the prac
tical, operational phases of public relations —
ways and means of transmitting, information
to people.
And this is a communications job.
Facts may be communicated to the public,
and to important public groups, in a great
many ways. But the channels most readily
available to State societies of accountants
and to their chapters are usually these:

Newspaper Publicity
Including news stories, feature stories, editor
ials, pictures, letters-to-the-editor.

Magazine Publicity
Including articles and editorials in State and
local magazines, such as bulletins of the
Chamber of Commerce and publications
sponsored by civic, fraternal and service or
ganizations.
Radio Publicity
Including speeches, forums, question-andanswer programs, and guest appearances with
station commentators. Radio work — usually
most successful when it has to do with ques
tions of timely and general public interest —
may involve appearances on programs spon
sored by other organizations.

Pictures
Including pictures of new officers, speakers
and photographs taken at meetings.
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Direct Mail
Including booklets and brochures distributed
to members, or to leaders of the business com
munity, or to members of the Legislature or
other groups.

Institutional Advertising
Including those statements prepared, in the
form of advertisements, by the Institute for
sponsorship by State societies and chapters.

These typical media — they are by no
means the only ones — can be used in many
different ways. And the public information
chairman will usually be able to decide which
methods meet a given situation best.
Example: a speech by the President of the
society might be used only as the basis for
a newspaper story. But, depending on cir
cumstances, it might also be printed for dis
tribution to business leaders. Or — a part of
the speech might be used as the basis for a
radio program.

Public Relations Without Publicity
While this booklet emphasizes publicity,
because it is one of the most readily avail
able tools, it would be a mistake to suppose
that creating better public understanding de
pends on publicity alone. There are a lot of
other important tools in the public relations
kit.
Community relations, for example. There
is more about this later on, but right here it
may be said that the part the State society
takes in community affairs, and the extent to
which individual accountants participate in

civic activities, are also important in forming
public opinion, even when no publicity is
involved.
And the relationships the society or its
officers have with other professional groups
— educators, for example, or lawyers, or State
and city officials — are similarly important.
Public opinion about accountants, then,
does not depend on publicity alone. Every
thing the society does will help to form pub
lic opinion.

A Two-Way Job
Moving information is a two-way job. The
chairman of the public information commit
tee has to get information before he can give
out information. He must be one of the best
informed men in the society, and he must be
informed well in advance of planned events.
What do the members of the society want
to see published? What plans are being made
by committees that would make news? And

what kinds of news are local editors most
interested in?
The reason why this “external-internal”
liaison is important can be shown by an
example. Suppose the business editor of the
local morning paper is greatly interested in
taxes. Suppose a committee of the society
is working on taxes. That’s a natural news
opportunity. A conference between the edi
tor and the committee chairman would prob
ably produce a news story. But the chairman
has to know first both about the editor’s in
terest and about the study before he can act
as an agent to bring the two together.
All this means simply that negative public
relations — waiting for an emergency to hap
pen, or waiting until someone asks specifi
cally for an announcement to be made — is
not very creative. Creative public relations,
on the other hand, will require a good deal
of both internal and external liaison, fore
sight, and a lively imagination as well.

Getting the Program Started
The effectiveness of the public relations pro
gram will depend on the time and energy
put into it.
But it also depends on sound organization.
A good approach to this problem is to as
sign full responsibility for the program to the
public information chairman. Once this has
been done, then all formal communications
to the public should be carried out through
him. It will also help if the chairman is given
this one responsibility alone, with no other
committee assignments, for public relations
work takes time.
If the society or chapter is large enough
and it is feasible to do so, a public informa
tion committee may be formed. This simpli
fies things, for then one man may assume

responsibility for publicity, another for radio,
another for community activities. In many
cases, of course, some one person will simply
take on all these functions.
As soon as a committee has been estab
lished, or the work has been assigned to one
public information chairman, there are some
preliminary jobs to do before a flow of in
formation to the public can be started.

Finding Out About Public Relations
If the public information chairman hap
pens to have had experience in this field, so
much the better. But even if he has not, he
can become familiar with the basic tech
niques easily enough.
Every library and bookstore is sure to have
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a few books about public relations and pub
licity techniques.
The national program adopted by the In
stitute is included in the last section of this
booklet.
A discussion of public relations with par
ticular reference to accountants will be found
in the Institute booklet called “Public Opin
ion and The Accounting Profession.”
The Institute maintains a full-time public
information staff which may be called on for
help.

Internal Liaison
When the society or chapter is small, the
problem of internal liaison is not likely to be
difficult. But when the society is large, or
has a number of separate committees at work
on different problems, the public information
chairman must set up channels for getting
information.
He should be sure that he sees drafts of
studies and reports, gets copies of important
society letters, knows in advance about any
problems or activities that may arise.

External Liaison
One of the chairman’s first jobs should be
to get in touch with some of the key editors
and radio station program managers in his
town. This is usually not very difficult in a
small or medium-sized town. He should also
get in touch with officials of any other asso
ciations or groups with which his society
regularly deals. The purpose of these pre
liminary contacts is simply to let people know

that the public information chairman is on
duty and ready to function, and that he will
arrange statements or speeches for them
whenever they have occasion to call on him.
He can point out that comment from the
Society of Certified Public Accountants is
appropriate in connection with State and
local taxes, budgets, financial problems of
public institutions, and related matters.

Planning a Program
The public relations program of the In
stitute has been worked out in considerable
detail, for it has national application. It will
usually not be necessary to develop such a
detailed program for State societies or chap
ters.
It is important, however, to have a written
program of some kind. This may be long or
short, formal or informal; it may be very
much like the national program or it may be
an adaptation of the national program to fit
local circumstances.
The principal point, however, is that a
written public relations program, prepared
by the chairman, will simplify his job. It
will help crystalize the main ideas the society
wants to get over, identify the principal audi
ences, and throw light on what media can
best be used. (Details about some of these
preliminary steps are given later.)
Once the public information chairman has
gone through these preliminary steps — it
isn’t very difficult — he is all set to go. And
the effectiveness of his activities is likely to
be greatly helped by this planning.

There’s No Mystery about Community Relations
The phrase community relations is a rela
tive newcomer in the public relations field.
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But it means only this — the process by
which the organization gets along with its

neighbors on a community-wide basis, and
the extent to which members of the organi
zation participate in community affairs, both
in groups and as individuals.
When a community-wide project is under
way — a Red Cross drive, for example — it
is helpful for accountants to take part, not
only as individuals but also as official repre
sentatives of their organization.
When the society or chapter is arranging
a series of meetings, it may help if representa
tives of other organizations are invited to
attend as guests or as speakers. Most com
munities have dozens of organizations —
Senior and Junior Chambers of Commerce,
Rotary, Lions, and lots of others. They rep
resent important segments of the community.
Let’s take a look at why this cross-pollina
tion between organizations can be helpful
to accountants. Suppose, for instance, that
the president of the Junior Chamber of Com
merce has appeared at a meeting of account
ants as a speaker, and has become familiar
with its aims and program. Suppose also that
the president of the State society has ap
peared before the Junior Chamber, to speak
on taxation.
Now let’s suppose further that a bill con
trary to the interests of accountants is intro
duced into the Legislature, and that com
munity support is needed to fight the legis
lation. If the accountants and the Junior
Chamber representatives know one another,
and have mutually friendly feelings, it may
be comparatively simple to interest these
young business men in taking a stand on
the bill.
There are other cases in which creative
community relations may serve as insurance
against trouble. Suppose that members of
the society have actively sought out oppor
tunities to talk about the accounting profes
sion before high school and college audiences,

with particular emphasis on career opportu
nities and the growing need for more account
ants. Such talks will help to form opinion in
three groups — the students themselves, their
instructors, and the general public which has
read about the talks in the papers.
Then, if someone attacks accountants as a
“tight little group of monopolists,” trying to
keep young men out of the profession, there
will at least be a nucleus of better informed
opinion to offset the attack. There would also
be, on the record, a series of speeches which
could be cited as supporting evidence of the
position accountants do take.
These examples are much oversimplified.
The formation of public opinion is a complex
process, and one that depends on a great
many factors. Basically, however, since opin
ion depends both on what you do and on
what you say you do, accountants will be
better thought of if they take an active part
in community life.
Since conditions vary from town to town
and from State to State, there is no point in
trying to lay down any easy rule of thumb
for good community relations. But it may be
said that accountants can actively seek to
have good community relations on three
levels:

1. The part played by individual accountants in
community life.
2. The part played in community life by the
elected officers of the society.
3. The part played in community activities by
the society as a group.

Doing something concrete about improv
ing community relations is not so difficult as
it might at first sound. If someone on the
public information or publicity committee is
given the specific assignment of thinking
about this problem, he will soon find many
opportunities to get the society involved in
the main streams of community life.
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good citizen. But nobody else is likely to
agree unless he can see for himself that, in
his town, the accountants he and his friends
know are really good citizens.

Moreover, such activities will help to es
tablish some of the central ideas about ac
countants that we want people to know. We
hold, for example, that the accountant is a

Getting Along with the Press and Other Media
publics involved in this program. Having
thus narrowed down the list, decide what
types of news developments will be of con
cern to the readers of each publication.
When these steps have been accomplished,
the public information chairman will know
which publications can be useful to him in
communicating specific ideas or types of in
formation to specific groups of the public.
The next move is to establish, when practical,
at least one contact with an executive or
editorial worker at each of these publications.
In some cases, this will be worth a per
sonal call to the publication offices. In the
capital city, for instance, it will pay to estab
lish a personal contact with the financial or
business editor of the local daily newspapers
and with the managing editors of the pro
fessional and trade journals most interested
in problems in which accountancy is in
volved. However, in some instances a per
sonal call may not be expedient, and the
contact may be made through a letter ad
dressed by name or by title to a particular
editor. It is helpful to key such a letter to
a current news item in which the medium
involved is likely to be interested.

Quite apart from getting publicity, the es
tablishment of friendly relationships with
editors, writers, radio program directors and
organization publication men is an important
part of public relations planning.
The executives of these media organiza
tions are themselves a separate “public.” For
how they feel about the society will deter
mine to some extent how enthusiastic they
feel about material you submit. You do not
always have to “know somebody” to get a
story in the paper, for by and large news
stories and pictures ought to stand on their
own merits. Nonetheless, it does no harm,
and often does good, to know the people who
are going to handle your material.
Publication executives with whom the
public relations officer will want to establish
contacts include not only publishers and
editors but also the reporters and rewrite
men who will be immediately responsible
for handling news of the organization. The
good will of these individuals is invaluable.
In organizing this aspect of the program,
first review the media available within the
geographical area of the organization’s ac
tivities. These will include not only general
media, such as newspapers, magazines and
news services, but such technical and special
media as business and trade papers, profes
sional journals, house organs, the labor press
and other publications not in general cir
culation.
Next determine which of these are poten
tially useful in reaching one or more of the

Whether the contact is made personally
or by mail, it should serve the following
purposes:
1. Remind the editor of the existence and the
functions and objectives of the organization.
2. Tell him of a responsible source for news
material and other public information about
the organization.
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meeting or sponsors a forum, debate or other
gathering of more than usual public interest,
invite representatives of the press and pro
vide facilities for their comfort as well as for
their professional use. At an important ban
quet, where newspaper coverage is expected,
provide a press table at which reporters not
only will be in a good position to observe and
take notes but will enjoy the same hospitality
as other guests. At a meeting in which dining
arrangements are not involved, provide a
comfortable vantage point for reporters who
may attend.
Remember — newspapers today are often
short-handed, and whenever possible pic
tures, speeches and releases must be given
out to the papers in advance.
If the meeting is particularly newsworthy
and wide press coverage is expected, provide
a press room which reporters may use as a
headquarters and communications center.
Facilities should include typewriters and
telephones. Every publicity story prepared
by the public relations committee, and ad
vance copies of all important speeches, should
be distributed here to ensure that each re
porter will be covered on major news devel
opments. This facility will also be useful to
reporters who want to expand their stories
through personal interviews with personali
ties involved in the program. At an impor
tant meeting, such personal interviews may
be arranged for the press.

3. Offer him continuing cooperation in the form
of news releases, pictures and answers to in
quiries he may make.
4. Cultivate his understanding.

Obviously, the managing editor of a daily
newspaper is not a likely prospect for such a
contact. But on most newspapers, one of his
many assistants is a business news editor
whose primary responsibility is gathering
news which will interest bankers, business
men, lawyers and other individuals who will
be concerned with developments in account
ancy. The business editor earns his living by
reporting just such activities as accountants
want people to know about.
There are several ways in which a public
relations man may cooperate with reporters
or editors. It is important, for instance, to
keep newspaper contacts “covered” on news
in which they might be interested. Give ad
vance notice of important news develop
ments to all publications likely to be con
cerned. Usually it is not a good idea to give
one reporter an exclusive story which would
leave others without coverage. If there are
picture possibilities, invite the assignment of
a staff photographer or supply glossy prints
of newsworthy pictures you already have. If
an important speech is the news peg, supply
copies of the speech well in advance, accom
panied by a digest or news story which sum
marizes the highlights.
When the organization holds an important

How to Prepare a Public Relations Program
In the chapter on “Getting the Program
Started,” it was suggested that a written pub
lic relations program would usually be help
ful. This chapter deals with that problem
in more detail.
Each state and town will have its own

problems, but here is a general step-by-step
procedure for getting a program into shape.
First, read over the Institute's national
program. Find out how much of this is ap
plicable to the local situation and determine
what special factors of interest to the State
11

or local group should be added.
Second, talk it over with others. A public
relations program is a service for all the
members. Many of the officers or past offi
cers will have ideas. Cross-checking with
others will help the public information chair
man to draw up a program that will have
practical application.
Third, try to write down the principal facts
or ideas about the State society or chapter
which the public ought to know. This is im
portant, for what you want people to know
will determine to some extent what is said
in speeches, resolutions, statements, bro
chures or news stories.
Fourth, identify the principal publics. The
individual “publics” of importance may be
the same ones listed in the national program.
But there may be others. Or, some of those
listed nationally may have only minor im
portance in a particular town or state.

Fifth, make a check list of special projects.
Are there special meetings to be arranged,
booklets to be written, statements to be pre
pared for the Legislature?
Sixth, write a plan. This step involves
writing what amounts to a memorandum on
what the public relations program is going to
be. The memorandum should include all the
information gathered by steps 1 to 5. This
need not be an elaborate or time-consuming
project. It is of major importance, however,
for a public relations program without a plan
is like a house without a blueprint.
Seventh, check the plan. Let other mem
bers have a look at the plan before it is com
pletely set. Ideas and suggestions gathered
during this process will help in revising the
plan and making it as practical as possible.
Once a program has been written, the pub
lic information chairman and his committee
members are ready to begin operations.
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SECTION II
WHAT’S NEWS-AND WHAT TO DO

The first section of this booklet was con
cerned with planning and organization
for public relations.
This section deals specifically with what
makes news and how news items can be
effectively handled in different media.
Obviously some State societies and
chapters will not want to do all of the
things suggested. And in some cases rec
ommendations may not be practicable.
But in most cases the ideas set forth can
readily be adapted to meet specific State
and local circumstances.

Preparing Publicity

Every member of the public information com
mittee should familiarize himself with the
fundamentals of news value and the conven
tions and mechanics of composing and re
leasing publicity material.
Even before he sits down to write, the
non-professional reporter ought to check over
in his mind certain journalistic musts. The
first of these is accuracy. It is a self-evident
requirement for a news report, but it in
volves extra effort on which too many pub
licity men tend to skimp. Double-check such
items as names, addresses, dates, titles and
quotations. Often an editor will discard a
publicity story because he finds a single
minor error which makes him question the
accuracy of the story as a whole.
Timeliness is another essential which is
too often disregarded. A report of a Tuesday
night meeting, for instance, will still be news
for Wednesday’s papers, but by Thursday it
will have lost its value. Don’t delay submit
ting reports on news events — and remember
that an item turned over to a reporter or
editor well in advance of press-time is more
likely to appear in print than an item sub
mitted at the last minute. If a speech is to be
given Tuesday night, for example, an advance
copy should be given to the press not later
than Tuesday afternoon, or on Monday. If
such a speech is taken to the paper after the
meeting, it may be too late for a morning
paper. Whenever possible, it is best to ask the
papers to cover the meeting with their own
reporters.
The value of a publicity story to an editor
depends to some extent on the way in which

it has been tailored to the requirements and
audience of his publication. Run-of-the-mill
publicity, of course, will usually be written
only once and will be submitted in identical
form to all publications which might be
able to use it. An important announcement,
though, might be organized in three or four
different ways for publications serving dif
ferent audiences, interests or areas. For in
stance, a story on the State organization’s
annual election of officers should be submit
ted to papers not only in the principal city
but also in the home cities of each of the new
officers. The reports submitted for home
town consumption should lead off with the
name of the man in whom each paper will be
interested.

Release Dates
A publicity item submitted to a publication
in the form of a news story is referred to as a
release. This term derives from the fact that
such stories often are labeled “for release in
Wednesday morning papers,” “for release on
or after Tuesday, January 20” or “for auto
matic release at 8 p.m. Tuesday, January 20.”
The latter label or release slug will be used,
for instance, when the story involves a speech
or announcement which will be made at 8
o’clock Tuesday night. Announcements of
events which have already happened, such
as resolutions passed or election of officers,
should be “for immediate release.”
Every release should indicate the name
and address of the organization for which it
is submitted, the date of submission and the
release time, if any. In addition, it is often
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helpful to indicate the name and address or
telephone number of an organization spokes
man who can supply supplementary informa
tion or answer questions. Some groups which
release a large volume of publicity use a
printed release form with spaces for insertion
of identifying information. The organiza
tion’s letterhead gives some of the informa
tion required and may be used for releases.
Releases should be typewritten, double
spaced, on one side of the paper. Mimeo
graphing is permissible if the volume is great,
but carbon copies, especially on flimsy paper,
are almost always automatically discarded by
editors. A few pennies’ worth of a stenog
rapher’s time might mean the difference be
tween a release being used or thrown out.
In the story itself, there are certain facts
which editors like to see at first glance. Re
member the important five W’s:
WHO — Names make news, and often a name is
the principal item of news interest. Don’t
bury it.
WHAT — Tell what happened, and try to get it
in the first sentence.
WHEN — The time element also belongs in the
first sentence for it usually is a determining
factor in news value.
WHERE — Tell where something happened,

and mention not only the community but,
whenever suitable, the street or other ad
dress.
WHY — Explain the reasons behind an event
whenever they have news value.

The first paragraph of a news story is called
the lead, and it should summarize the whole
story and include as many as possible of the
five W’s. It should contain only one or two
sentences, and ordinarily it should not ex
ceed four or five typewritten lines in length.
Newspaper presentation calls for short sen
tences and paragraphs throughout the story.
Here is an example of a one-sentence fiveline news lead.
John Doe, senior partner in the accounting firm of
Doe and Smith, was elected president of the Our
town Chapter, Ourstate Society of Certified Public
Accountants, at the annual election of officers held
in the club chambers, 90 High Street, last night.

Don’t send a release to a publication which
can not possibly use it. Make up a distribu
tion list for every story you send out, or use
a number of special lists for particular types
of stories. It is better for a public relations
man to invest extra effort in this than to ex
pect an editor to invest wasted effort in
wading through a release which proves to be
of no interest to his readers.

Meetings Are News
A meeting involves concerted action by a
group of people, and people make news. This
is the root of the news value in meetings.
Even if a publicity story does not identify
any of the people involved in a meeting, there
is news value in the fact that a group of peo
ple gathered together and did certain things.
Meetings offer publicity possibilities both
before and after they take place. Even a rou
tine monthly business meeting for which
nothing particular is scheduled will merit a

paragraph or two in the local papers:
The Ourtown Chapter, Ourstate Society of
Certified Public Accountants, will hold its regular
monthly business meeting in the club chambers, 90
High Street, at 8 p.m., Tuesday, February 24. John
Doe, president, will preside.

After the meeting has occurred, there will
be even greater publicity values, for there
will be definite happenings to report:
Maurice Roe, partner of Jones, Roe and Conklin,
certified public accountants, addressed the monthly
meeting of the Ourtown Chapter, Our State Society
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of Certified Public Accountants, on the subject “Ac
counting Today,” at the club chambers, 90 High
Street, last night.

In addition to speeches, such news devel
opments as elections, appointments, resolu
tions, announcements and names of partici
pants will add to the value of meeting stories.
Suggestions on treatment of these news items
are detailed in other sections of this booklet.
The same news features of a meeting may
well be used in both the advance story, which
is released before the meeting, and the
follow-up, which may report on the meeting
after it has taken place. Usually it is possible
to peg the advance story to one feature and
the follow-up to another, as in the following
two examples of opening paragraphs.

First version:
An open forum on the subject, “Can Income
Taxes be Simplified?” will be a feature of the
monthly meeting of__________________

Second version, follow-up:
The Government’s rules and regulations affecting
the payment of income taxes can and should be
simplified, according to the majority opinion ex
pressed last night at the monthly meeting of the
Ourstate Society. . . .

In preparing such follow-up stories, re
member again the importance of supplying
news in advance unless reporters are actually
going to cover the meeting themselves. If a
meeting is held Tuesday night, and an ac
count of it is taken to the papers sometime
Wednesday, it is not likely to be published.

Speakers and Speeches
We can think about speeches from two sepa
rate points of view: first, the importance of
the speech as a means of communication;
second, the way in which speeches should
be handled to achieve “visibility” in the
press.

The Speech For Communication
The speech is a valuable means of commu
nication for a number of reasons. It reaches
the audience which hears the speaker with
great effectiveness; the psychologists tell us
that the speech, delivered personally by a
speaker in front of an audience, is one of the
most efficient forms of communication. More
over, when publicity material is pegged to a
speech, the ideas expressed will also get over
to the much larger audience of men and
women who read the newspapers.
The fact that a speaker has addressed an
audience is often newsworthy in itself. For
that reason, statements and expressions of

opinion delivered formally before an audi
ence have news value quite apart from their
own content.
This might almost be expressed in a form
ula: say something casually, in conversation:
result, no news story. Say the same thing
before an audience of 200 people: result,
news. There just happens to be some in
tangible newsworthiness in a meeting of
people, and this carries over to what is said
before such a meeting. That is why so many
important public men use speeches as one of
their principal public relations techniques.
So far as the information chairman is con
cerned, of course, speeches can work in two
ways. There is the speech made by an ac
countant before his own society or another
group; and there is the speech made by an
outside speaker before a meeting of
accountants.
Both are good. The speech by the account
ant helps to acquaint more people with facts
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about the accounting profession. And the
speech made by an outside authority, quite
aside from its own interest, tends to draw at
tention to the accountants as the group spon
soring the address.
Here are some highlights about speech
making:
1. All speeches (except those on highly tech
nical subjects) can ordinarily be turned into
good news stories.
2. It is a good idea to coordinate all speech
making with the public information chair
man.
3. Material helpful in preparing speeches on
subjects of broad public interest can be ob
tained from the Institute.
4. Those speeches which deal with subjects of
broad public interest will get the most atten
tion.

The Speech For Getting Publicity
Speeches offer important publicity possi
bilities which are affected not only by what is
said about public problems but also by the
personality or position of the speaker, the
nature of the audience and the occasion on
which the speech is made.
At least one newsworthy quotation can be
extracted from practically any speech. Often
a quotation can be used to give punch to the
lead of a story about a speech, as in the fol
lowing example:
Both business and the public would benefit if an
nual financial statements could be “standardized
and simplified so that anyone can understand
them,” it was declared here today by John Doe,
Chicago certified public accountant, before a meet
ing of__________________

When the quotation to which the story
should be pegged is too long and cannot eas
ily be broken up, the idea can be paraphrased
in the lead paragraph and then repeated in
the full text. An example:
A plea for greater simplicity in annual financial
statements, designed to benefit both business and
the public, was voiced here today by John Doe,

Chicago certified public accountant, in a speech
before the Ourstate Society of Certified Public
Accountants.
“The annual financial statement,” said Doe,
“should be standardized and ...”

When the speaker is a member of your own
organization, arrangements for publicity on
the speech are relatively simple. When he is
an outsider, especially if he is from out of
town and direct contact is not possible, these
arrangements are more difficult. In either
case, tell him as far in advance as possible
that you want to publicize his address, if he
has no objections. Ask for an advance copy of
his speech and, if feasible, for photographs.
If he plans to speak extemporaneously, he
will probably supply only an abstract of his
talk. The speech or abstract should be repro
duced in sufficient time so that reporters or
editors covering the speech may receive in
dividual copies and be able to study them
and pick their own leads before the talk is
made. If a speech is long or highly technical,
make a simple abstract for. the convenience
of reporters. This may be handled as a news
story to be released at the time the speech is
scheduled to be given.
Interested publications should be given
advance notice of the speech and, if the oc
casion warrants, invited to send photogra
phers. Your advance story on the occasion
may serve as notice about the speech, but
it is helpful to telephone press contacts a
day or two before the speech is to be made
and offer assistance in their coverage
arrangements.
The follow-up story may be prepared be
fore the speech is given, if adequate infor
mation and quotations are available, and
delivered to the papers before the speech, if
possible.
It should be remembered always that daily
newspapers operate on “tight” schedules, and
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that news material must be handled just as
fast as possible.
If a speech is made in the morning, for
example, the story about it should be on the
editor’s desk in advance, but certainly no
later than by noon or the early part of the
afternoon. Morning papers of the next day
are not likely to pay much attention to a
story twenty-four hours old. And, if a speech
is made at night, plans must be worked out
to get the story to the morning papers in ad
vance if possible, but certainly no later than

that night. The next day’s afternoon papers
may give short shrift to news that happened
the night before.
If the story does not concern a speech, but
depends on action taken at a meeting, then
it may be impossible to supply a story in ad
vance. But it is always possible to get the
news in to the paper immediately — just as
soon as it can be prepared. The telephone
may serve. Again, it is always helpful to have
reporters at a meeting so that they can pre
pare their own material.

Elections and Appointments Are News
quire with names in news stories. Starting
with the name itself, most papers ask either
that the first name be spelled out or that
both the first and middle initial be used. It
is not sufficient to report that G. Spelvin was
elected; he should be identified as George
Spelvin, G. M. Spelvin or G. Mortimer
Spelvin, depending on the form he uses.
Further identification is provided by the
individual’s address. Many newspapers use
complete street addresses with all names.
All papers want to know the community in
which a news figure lives, even though this
may not be used if the context of the story
indicates that he is a local man.

Names make news. The designation of an
individual to an office or responsibility is al
ways newsworthy.
Elections, appointments and other honors
provide opportunities for extending the pub
licity program to publications not ordinarily
served. Neighborhood and rural newspapers
which would not be interested in the or
ganization’s activities will welcome publicity
featuring the name of an individual from
their community. State wire services, such as
United Press and Associated Press, will give
wide distribution to election or appointment
stories which mention men from communities
they serve.
Apart from their contribution in remind
ing the general public of the organization’s
activities, election and appointment stories
will contribute to internal good will. Mem
bers of the organization who accept respon
sibilities as officers or committeemen should
have public recognition of their roles. This
public relations opportunity, however, entails
a particular need for accuracy and careful
identification.
Newspapers and other publications vary in
the completeness of identification they re

Some Examples
Just how an election story is written de
pends somewhat on whether the story is to
be printed only in one local paper or whether
it is to be distributed to a number of papers
around the state. Here are some examples.
For the local paper, when the man elected
is a local resident:
John Brown, partner in the accounting firm of
Brown and Robinson, was elected president of the
Ourstate Society of Certified Public Accountants
last night . . .
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For the local paper, when the man elected
is not a local resident:
John Brown, partner in the Othertown accounting
firm of Brown and Robinson, was elected . . .

For an out-of-town paper in the commun
ity where the new officer lives:
John Brown, partner in the Othertown accounting
firm of Brown and Robinson, was elected president
of the Ourstate Society of Certified Public Account
ants at a meeting held in Ourtown on . . .

Usually it is not too difficult to work out
these details if you stop and think of the
needs of the editor to whom the release is
addressed.
In some cases, elections will concern more
than one man, and when a lot of people are
involved it is necessary to simplify the form
of the story as much as possible. Here is how
a typical election story might be started:
Five new officers of the Ourstate Society of Cer
tified Public Accountants were elected today at a
meeting in the Hotel Robinson. They are:
President — John Smith, partner in Smith and
Jones, who succeeds Henry Robinson, of Robinson
and Gordon.

Vice-President — Malcolm Olcutt, senior partner
in the firm of Olcutt, Maury, and Offutt, who suc
ceeds Grady Fellowes, of the firm of . . .

The news significance of an election or
appointment story is determined not only by
the importance of the post to which an in
dividual is named but also by the interest
such an event will draw. In some instances,
a relatively minor appointment will be worth
several paragraphs in a neighborhood or rural
paper, while in others a state presidency will
merit only one paragraph in metropolitan
papers.
If it seems likely that a newspaper or other
publication will use additional information
about a new officer or appointee, several
types of background material may be used
to expand the story. Mention the individual’s
birthplace, tell where he went to college, list
his previous professional connections and
the offices he has held in the organization,
and tell what clubs and other professional
groups he belongs to.

Resolutions and Action Programs Are News
When an organized group passes a resolu
tion, or makes a group decision, or adopts
a program of action — that’s news.
And, if the action has any general interest,
it is usually not hard to get such news into
the papers. Almost all newspapers, except
those in the very largest cities, are inclined
to give reasonable attention to new under
takings on the part of organizations or formal
statements of position on questions of public
interest.
Obviously, when accountants are con
cerned, such actions should be in keeping
with the dignity of the profession. But it is
perfectly proper for a society or chapter to
make public its activities which concern mat

ters of public or professional interest.

A Typical Resolution
In Ourtown, for example, suppose that the
facilities for high school courses related to
the study of accountancy are too limited.
The society wants to call the matter to the
attention of the public, to marshal support
for an expansion of the facilities. The mat
ter is brought up at a meeting, a resolution
passed.
The public information chairman can then
prepare a story, for publication the following
morning, or not later than the next afternoon,
as follows:
A resolution urging the Board of Education to
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cooperate with Mayor Robinson’s Commission on
Tax Revision, it was announced last night by John
K. Smith, Society President.
Five leading accountants comprise the special
committee, which will meet with the Mayor’s Com
mission at its first session next Wednesday. They
are . . .

find ways and means of expanding introductory
courses in accounting in local high schools was
adopted last night by the Ourstate Society of Cer
tified Public Accountants.
John K. Smith, President of the Society, said he
would hold a conference with members of the
Board of Education to see if the Society can help
plan an expansion adequate to meet the needs.
“The need for certified public accountants con
tinues to increase,” said Smith, “and it is there
fore ...”

NOTE: This example raises an interest
ing question — as to whether the society, in
cooperating with others, will make an an
nouncement in its own name or let others
make it. In the example given, the announce
ment might well come from the Mayor’s of
fice. While no easy formula can be given, it
will always help in such cooperative situ
ations to coordinate announcements with
others who may be involved.

An Action Program
Any course of action the society under
takes, as a group, can be publicized as an
action program. For example:
The Ourstate Society of Certified Public Ac
countants has appointed a special committee to

Don’t Forget the Feature Story
John K. Smith, partner in the accounting firm of
Smith and Jones, was elected President of the Our
state Society of Certified Public Accountants at the
annual meeting today in the Hotel Scribe.

This chapter might be sub-titled, “How to
Make Two Stories Grow Where There Was
Only One.”
Newspapermen normally deal with two
kinds of stories on the news pages. One is
the familiar news story — an account of some
event, happening, or announcement. The
other is the so-called “feature” story, and
this is the type which will be described here.
A feature story, while not primarily a news
story, may be based on news. It is usually a
“situational” story, describing a situation or
set of circumstances, and it is written so that
it is just as useful on Saturday as it was the
previous Monday.
In many cases, however, a news event or
news story can later be converted and turned
into a feature. The public information chair
man, therefore, need not always think in terms
of news stories alone.
Take the case of an election of a new soci
ety President. The news story might start off
as in the following example:

And the rest of the story would deal nor
mally with the election of other officers and
“straight” news.
A week later, however, it might still be
possible to arrange for a “personality feature”
on the new President, with the material either
being written by the public information chair
man or gathered by a reporter during a per
sonal interview.
In such a story, the lead might go:
John K. Smith, new President of the Ourstate
Society of Certified Public Accountants, thinks the
real reason why he is a CPA goes back to a fateful
street car ride he took while a junior in high school.
When Smith picked up his school books, or what
he thought were his school books — well, he got the
wrong ones. The ones he got, he discovered to his
horror, seemed to be all about accounting.
But that night, reading them over . . .

In other words, a feature story may be
connected with a news event, like an elec-
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tion, but it may combine the elements of
anecdote, biography, explanation and lots of
other things.
Within the normal scope of activity of an
accounting society, there will usually be many
opportunities for feature stories. Personal

ities, special studies being conducted by com
mittees, long-range projects, an increase in
membership, any unusual or interesting set
of circumstances will frequently lend them
selves to feature treatment that will interest
the reading public.

Telling the Story in Pictures
There is sound reasoning behind the adage
that a picture is worth ten thousand words.
For one thing, newspaper readers are more
apt to notice and study pictures than ordinary
news items. More important, they are much
more apt to remember a picture and the in
formation they read with it than the gist of
a printed item.
Many aspects of state and local public re
lations programs will lend themselves to pic
torial presentation. Elections and appoint
ments, of course, are often worth pictorial
publicity. News stories on important speeches
should be accompanied by pictures of speak
ers. Meetings of principal committees, for
ums, discussion groups and other organization
functions will often serve as pegs for news
photographs. Arrivals of distinguished visi
tors provide additional picture opportunities.

If an event has real picture news value,
most newspapers and some professional jour
nals and trade organs will assign their own
photographers to cover it. They will know
exactly what they want in the way of pic
tures, and the public relations representa
tive will be called on to help only in answer
ing questions and supplying information.
When supplying photographs for publica
tion, describe and identify completely the
scene, the occasion and — particularly — the
individuals portrayed. Every picture should
be accompanied by a caption providing this
information. Don’t type the caption on the
back of the photograph, for the impact of
typewriter keys will mar the emulsion. Write
the caption on a separate sheet of paper and
glue it to the back of the picture at the bot
tom, in such a way that it folds over in front
of the image and the editor can examine both
without turning the picture over.
Here is an example of a typical news photo
caption:

Getting Prints
There are several ways of getting a picture
into print without going to the expense of
hiring a photographer. When a distinguished
speaker is invited to address the organization,
or a new officer is elected, ask whether he
can supply one glossy print or the negative
of a recent portrait photograph. If the nega
tive is available, duplicate glossy prints may
be obtained from any commercial photo
graphic studio in a matter of hours. If the
negative can not be obtained, a copy nega
tive can be made from a single print.

New president of accountants: John Doe, senior
partner in the accounting firm of Doe and Smith,
left, accepts a testimonial gavel from Harry L. Bell,
whom he succeeds as President of Ourtown Chap
ter, Ourstate Society of Certified Public Account
ants, at the organization’s annual meeting in the
Hotel Pylpher last night (Tuesday, February 24).

Incidentally, do not “flood” newspaper of
fices with pictures — or news stories, either
— and don’t get alarmed if the editors do not
use all your material.
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What About Radio?
While the value of radio publicity is gener
ally recognized, few non-professional public
relations workers understand the steps nec
essary to take advantage of this medium.
Radio stations are required to broadcast
for a prescribed period each day. Rarely are
they able to sell all their broadcast time to
sponsors. They have many periods during the
day and evening when they have to provide
programs out of their own resources. Pro
gram managers are constantly on the alert
for interesting broadcasts that can be fitted
into these unsold or “sustaining” periods.
They look for programs which not only have
audience appeal but serve the public inter
est. A public relations man who can fill this
need can obtain a great deal of free radio
time.
Canvas the possibilities your organization
offers for local or network radio programs.
It is not necessary to develop something sen
sational or unprofessional in tone, for an or
ganization of accountants should be capable
of presenting a variety of informational pro
grams which will be genuinely interesting.
Accountants, as members of a highly
specialized but very useful profession, are
equipped to deliver short talks on many
interesting and timely subjects. If you can
persuade competent members of the organi
zation to cooperate in this, it should not be
difficult to arrange a trial program on a local
station. A typical 15-minute program might
be pegged to the theme: “Station WWWW
presents, as a public service, an analysis of
‘Current Trends in Federal Tax Policy’ by
Joseph Rolfe, chairman of the Legislation
and Taxation Committee of Ourstate Society
of Certified Public Accountants.”
A discussion program has even more audi

ence appeal than a monologue. Several mem
bers may agree to participate in a discussion
or forum program. Another way to lend vari
ety to a program is to set up a question-andanswer period in which a staff announcer
plies the organization representative with
pre-arranged questions which members of
the radio audience might want to ask.
Radio writing involves several conventions
of style and presentation which are beyond
the scope of this guide. Whenever possible,
work closely with a member of the station
staff in setting up your programs. If you are
called upon to write a program yourself,
keep your sentences short, present each idea
as simply as possible and read your material
aloud to detect and eliminate constructions
which are not readily understandable.

Some Hints
Here are some other hints on radio:
Many books on publicity and public rela
tions have extended sections on radio; these
will help the new chairman develop more
familiarity with the medium.
Most radio station managers, or program
managers, will be glad to sit down with you
and discuss ways and means of being mu
tually helpful. But remember — the techni
cal side of accounting has no interest for
radio, which caters to a mass audience.
In radio, you are not restricted to pro
grams sponsored directly by the society.
Other groups may be sponsoring programs
or formns on which representatives of the
society might appear.
If your local station has one or more com
mentators, who broadcast regularly, they
might be glad to have an accountant occa
sionally as a guest.
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Special Campaigns
Sometimes public relations activities refuse
to fall neatly into patterns.
A good example of this is the emergency
which arises when a bill contrary to the in
terests of certified public accountants and
contrary to the public interest is introduced
into the State Legislature.
There is no simple formula for handling
such problems. Each one calls for individual
handling, and careful planning. But — the
public relations tools which have been de
scribed will lend themselves to the task.
Assuming that the emergency has taken
this particular form, and that a bill has been
introduced, what is to be done? Here are
some of the moves that might be made.

Press announcements might help, and in
some circumstances certainly would, but in
the beginning it is often best to see what can
be accomplished through negotiations — per
haps without publicity at the start if that
seems best. In the example considered, for
instance, representatives of the society cer
tainly should see the bill’s sponsor, the chair
man of the committee considering it,
members of that committee and other key
legislators.
Depending on circumstances, it may also
be helpful to talk with the Governor, with
political leaders, and perhaps with leaders
in the opposite legislative House who might
get the bill for consideration.

Notify The Institute

Get A Hearing

The Institute is in touch with legislative
problems all over the country. Often a prob
lem in one State, or the approach to its solu
tion, will closely resemble a problem in an
other State. Through the Institute, the State
society may be able to tap the experience of
other societies.

If a bill is sufficiently controversial, it is
usually customary for the committee to grant
public hearings to opponents and propo
nents. Public hearings afford real opportuni
ties to take a stand vigorously, and to put that
position on the record.

Take A Stand Promptly —
With The Right People

When a situation is complex, it is seldom
wise to carry on an argument orally. It will
be best if the society puts its position down
formally on paper, as a basic statement of
policy.
This written statement may have many
uses — in letters, speeches, press announce
ments and in many other ways. Just as a
lawyer prepares a brief, so should the society
prepare a statement of its case.

If a bill is pending before the Legislature,
action must be taken on the same ground.
There is no point in making a statement
through the newspapers and assuming that
that will do the job. It will not. It is essential,
first of all, that the legislative committee con
sidering the legislation be informed directly
and at once that the Society objects, and
wants to be heard.

See The People Who Can Help
A battle for the protection of professional
standards cannot be fought at long range.

Put The Argument In Writing

Let Other Members Know Facts
Even if it does not seem wise to carry the
case before the bar of public opinion, it will
help if all the members of the society are
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informed, through letters or bulletins. When
a situation affects the entire membership, it
is not usually wise to have it worked out only
by a few. Besides, an aroused membership
will be absolutely essential if it becomes nec
essary to stage an open fight.
All the foregoing suggestions assume that
it may be possible to “work the situation out”
through legislative contacts and channels. Of
ten this is the case. Sometimes, however, it
is not.
And, should it be necessary to bring public
opinion to bear on the question, here are
some other steps that may prove useful.

Put Membership To Work
Political leaders are sensitive to opinion.
If they receive a great many letters opposing
the bill, they will give them weight. It is a
simple matter to get the members to write
letters to their legislators, or to legislators
they know, and this simple move is still one
of the most effective.

Marshall Community Support
Many elements in the community will have
reason to speak up in behalf of accountants.
Bankers, business organizations, commercial
organizations, outstanding community lead
ers who use the services of accountants —
all may have reason to oppose the legislation.
If so, an organized campaign to get their
public support — through letters, resolutions
and announcements — will show results.
This kind of support is particularly im
portant, for it comes from sources not per
sonally affected and therefore obviously less
open to a charge of bias than the certified
public accountants themselves.
public accountants themselves. The chairman
of the Public Information Committee will not
find it hard to get such support.
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Press Announcements
If it becomes necessary to do so, a variety
of press announcements can be issued in con
nection with the battle. Every resolution
passed, every decision taken by the society,
every speech made, every new development,
will lend itself to press treatment. It is at
such times, in fact, that good relations with
the press and other media will prove them
selves most useful and assure the society of
getting its side of the story published fairly.

Other Moves
A great many other moves will suggest
themselves as the situation unfolds. There
may be opportunities for speeches, for the
use of pictures taken at meetings, for radio
talks, for debates or forums, for opinion sur
veys, even for the publication of paid
advertisements.
The point is that, if the battle must be
joined in earnest, the society does have at its
disposal a score of tools it can use to get
its position before the public, and before the
legislators who will make the decision.

Organizing A Special Campaign
Obviously a campaign of the extreme kind
described could not be carried on through
the usual facilities. It would probably be nec
essary to call on the Institute for some help
and to take special measures within the
society.
To help the public information chairman,
the society should probably appoint a special
“task force” to handle the campaign. Such
a task force would normally include not only
the public information chairman and the
society president, but also the legal counsel,
other top officers of the society and any other
members whose presence would help.

A Typical Project: The Annual Meeting
The annual meeting is an example of an op
portunity for concentrated public relations
effort. It can be carefully planned in advance,
on the basis of past experience, and it affords
pegs for the use of public relations tools.
A typical annual meeting might be a
day-long program climaxed by a banquet
that night. Program features might include
speeches and presentation of professional pa
pers at the morning session, a luncheon, the
annual election and presentation of reports at
an afternoon business meeting, and addi
tional speeches and investiture of the new
officers at the banquet session. Each of these
features offers an opportunity for focusing
public attention on the organization.
The publicity program may start as soon
as the meeting is definitely scheduled. Co
ordinate with the chairman of the annual
meeting committee and compile an initial
release announcing the date, place and what
ever details of the program are then available.
As additional program details are worked out,
over a period of several weeks, peg additional
advance stories to each. These will include
the names of speakers, the subjects of their
talks, titles of professional papers and details
of business to be taken up.
As soon as the speakers accept their invita
tions, make advance arrangements to obtain
copies or abstracts of speeches and, if you
can use them, photographs. Unless a speaker
knows that you need information on his
speech in advance, he may not compose it
until the last minute.
A week or two before the meeting, send
special invitations to newspapers and other
publications which might care to send repre
sentatives. If editors consider the occasion
especially newsworthy, they may want to

keep a file of your advance stories, either
saving the releases or clipping items from the
paper. Your invitation, sent well in advance,
will serve as a spur for this.
While there is still plenty of time, discuss
with your radio contacts the possibilities of
special programs keyed to the meeting. If you
have invited several nationally prominent
men to address the meeting, at least one may
be willing to participate in a broadcast.
The day before the meeting, put out a last
advance story in which you may use not only
last minute details of the schedule but also
information on which releases have already
been made. This is a round-up story, which
offers as complete an account of the meet
ing as is available in advance.
During the meeting, one or more public
information committeemen will assume re
sponsibility for press relations. It will be
necessary to furnish copies of releases and
speeches to reporters covering the meeting,
introduce them to distinguished persons they
want to interview, check their accommoda
tions at the press table or in the press room,
and generally make them feel that their co
operation is appreciated. If there are press
photographers in attendance, they will need
assistance in approaching distinguished guests
and setting up pictures.
Some important newspapers or other pub
lications, which would be likely to carry news
of the meeting, will fail or be unable to as
sign reporters. To provide coverage for these
media, send not only copies of the follow-up
release but speeches or abstracts and photo
graphs to your contacts at each of these pub
lications as soon as possible — in advance if
you can; but in any case as soon after the
meeting as possible.
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SECTION III
THE INSTITUTE’S PROGRAM

The first two sections of this booklet are
concerned chiefly with public relations
and publicity matters which affect State
societies and their chapters.
This section consists of the full text
of the public relations program approved
early in 1948 by the Committee on Public
Information of the American Institute of
Accountants.
This program shows what the Institute
is doing and how it is prepared to help
State societies and chapters. It also pro
vides information which may be useful
in developing State and local programs.

THE INSTITUTE’S PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM

Foreword

We know that the certified public accountant
occupies a key position in the American econ
omy. We know, too — from experience and
from surveys — that the public, even the busi
ness public, is not sufficiently well-informed
about the CPA and his many contributions
to society.
As an integral part of the Institute’s gen
eral operations, therefore, this public rela
tions program will reflect every phase of the
Institute’s work. By so doing, it will help to
develop clear channels of communication to
the public, particularly those key public
groups whose attitudes can affect the profes
sion’s welfare.
Successful execution of the program, by
the Institute, by State societies and their
chapters, will help establish the functions
of the accounting profession more clearly in
the public mind. This in turn will help the

profession to continue to develop as an in
creasingly important part of our modern busi
ness economy.
Four concepts are basic:
1. Public relations, in terms of this program, is
defined as the art of deserving and achieving
public understanding and support.

2. The program represents an extension of pub
lic relations work which has been carried on
for more than ten years and is now being
expanded to meet current needs and oppor
tunities.
3. Execution of the program will be in keeping
with the standards and ethics of the account
ing profession, and in accordance with the
policies governing all Institute activities.
4. The focal points of public relations are per
sonal and local. The national program is
therefore designed to serve the individual
CPA, State societies and local chapters.

The Committee

on

Public Information:

J. Harold Stewart, Chairman
William M. Black
John C. Martin
N. Loyall McLaren
George E. Perrin
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Statement of Objectives
The principal objective of this program may
be defined as follows:

To establish, through the communication
of facts and ideas, a broader public under
standing of the functions and responsibilities
of the certified public accountant and his role
in our complex modern economy, thus creat
ing a more favorable climate of public opin
ion for the profession; gaining wide public
support for the maintenance of high ethical
and professional standards; and assuring full
opportunity for the CPA to render maximum
service to society.
This objective may best be attained through
the execution of a program designed:

1. To maintain continuing, effective channels of
communication between certified public ac
countants and the public, including those key
publics, such as members of Legislatures and
members of other professional groups, whose
attitudes affect the profession’s future.
2. To develop, among accountants themselves, a
broader understanding of the profession’s
public relations problems and opportunities,
and the importance of both organized and
individual efforts by CPAs to enhance the
public standing of the profession.
3. To provide a continuing flow of informational
and public relations material to State societies
and their chapters, and to individual account
ants and individual firms.
4. To attract qualified young men and women to
the profession, especially with informational
material directed to schools and colleges.

A Portrait of the Accountant
The communication of facts and ideas is a
technical process. Research has shown that
“exposing” people to information is not the
same thing as getting them to absorb and
understand that information. Research has
also shown that the transmission of informa
tion is facilitated when facts and ideas are
grouped into logical categories. This makes
it possible to project specific themes, or “im
ages,” which can be readily grasped and
retained.
In the present program, therefore, an effort
will be made to emphasize the principal im
ages that apply to certified public account
ants. Together these images will help to
establish a “portrait” of the accountant.
Among the principal themes which are to
be stressed in communications to the public
about the profession are the following ten
major ones:
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1. Accounting Is A Profession
The training, duties, functions and respon
sibilities of the certified public accountant
are wholly professional in character. The
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, for ex
ample, says: “The profession of account
ing has become established on a par with
law, medicine and other learned professions.
The varied accounting activities involve
public interests and require assured ability,
training and reliability.” Other authorities
make it clear that a profession is a calling
marked by public responsibility, the sub
ordination of financial gain to the rendering
of essential services, the licensing or regu
lation of membership, a code of ethics de
manding high standards of integrity and in
dependence, and the formal training of can
didates in special skills and techniques. The
certified public accountant, in the creative
application of his skills to business and
economic problems, meets all of these pro
fessional standards and requirements.

cial affairs but also in such basic categories
of business as: research and planning; pro
duction; sales and distribution; and the
measurement of progress and achievement.

2. The Accountant Serves the Public Interest
In addition to the service the accountant
provides for his client, he performs a func
tion of broad utility to the public and key
public groups. This public responsibility
and utility, as demonstrated by his contribu
tions to the validity and credibility of finan
cial statements and reports of all kinds, is
stressed in his professional training as well
as in public laws and statutes. It is clear that
the certified public accountant serves a
broad public interest as well as the interest
of a particular client or organization.

5. Accounting Is Progressive
Accounting is never static. It is dynamic,
progressive, changing to meet current needs
and circumstances. Since accounting began
in primitive form, centuries ago, the ac
countant has always explored frontiers to
determine new, simpler and better ways of
doing things. Accounting has thus kept step
with business progress and often has played
an important role in making that progress
possible. The organized research program of
the Institute is but one example. By serving
as a technique for bringing business history
into sharp focus, accounting provides a use
ful tool for students of the economy, pro
motes economic stability and helps in the
formulation of plans for progress. Account
ing looks ahead.

3. The Accountant Helps Management
Many technical and professional services are
required today by both large and small busi
ness organizations. Tax accounting, cost and
production control, budget estimates, the
development and installation of accounting
systems — these are only a few of the fields
in which the accountant plays an important
role. Through these and such other essen
tial services as the critical evaluation of net
profit figures, the interpretation of facts and
figures in generally accepted form, and the
general measurement and control of busi
ness activity, the accountant provides active
assistance for management both in the deter
mination of policy and in the conduct of
day-to-day business affairs.

6. Accounting Is A Language For Business
When relationships are too complex to be
explained easily in words, different sym
bols and systems of notation are used. Thus
mathematics is a language. Music is a lan
guage. In much the same sense, accounting
is a special language peculiarly adapted to
the need for a clear, standardized, univer
sally understood method of explaining the
basic facts about business operations. Its ac
curacy depends on judgment — in no sense
on mere mechanical skill. Accounting serves
to establish understanding — both internally,
for management, and externally, for the pub
lic. Accounting provides a common ground
on which sometimes divergent forces in busi
ness — lawyers, investors, directors, bankers,
Government, managers, labor, vendors and
suppliers — can meet. Accounting makes it
possible for different kinds of information,
of interest to all such groups, to be expressed
and interpreted in common terms.

4. Accounting Is Creative
Large scale production — so essential in the
world today—is made possible by account
ing. The Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
remarks: “Progress in the science and tech
niques of accounting has made possible an
increase in the size, complexity and terri
torial scope of business operations. . . . The
kind of business that is possible depends
upon the records that can be kept.” It was
the fundamental utility of the accounting
concept which made it possible for business
to outgrow the primitive form of enterprise.
Accounting assists business in obtaining cap
ital and paying its owners a fair return on
their investment, and the special skills of ac
counting are useful not only in purely finan

7. The CPA Is Independent
The Auditor’s Certificate is an expression of
objective, expert opinion. The certified pub
lic accountant, guided by a code of ethics,
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is responsible not only to his professional
societies and to his client, but also to the
State; and he must stake his professional
reputation and his career on each opinion
he gives in the form of a certificate. Thus
the certificate on a financial statement may
be taken by the management executive, by
the public, and by all other interested par
ties, as a wholly objective expression of ex
pert opinion, based on an examination and
evaluation of pertinent facts and informa
tion in accordance with generally accepted
standards of accounting.

8. The Accountant Has A Code Of Ethics
Because the certified public accountant is
a member of a well-disciplined profession,
and because he has public responsibilities
which transcend those to any one client, he
must and does guide his conduct in accord
ance with a professional code of ethics. This
code lays down the rules of professional con
duct and delineates a behavior pattern for
CPAs in the conduct of their business affairs
and in their relationships to clients and
other groups with which they have business
connections. Observance of the code re
quires the certified public accountant to
maintain his independence, integrity and
impartiality and to act at all times in the
best interests of society as a whole.

men aware of the career opportunities of
fered by accounting, (b) assisting colleges
and universities to provide the best possible
training for candidates, and (c) providing
special assistance, including on-the-job train
ing, for candidates who must be able to
meet high CPA standards made necessary
by the complex nature of modern business.
The work of the Institute in developing ap
titude tests for potential accountants is typi
cal of the profession’s interest in this field.
And the expansion of the profession is evi
denced by the increase in the number of
CPAs in this country from about 17,000 to
28,000 ( 65 per cent) during the decade
from 1937 to 1947. More certified public
accountants are needed to meet today’s de
mands; leaders of the profession are striving
to see that this need is met.

10. The Accountant Is a Good Citizen

The professional training and duties of the
accountant fit him for participation in pub
lic affairs. His daily activities keep him in
constant touch with current facts and trends
in connection with business and industry,
taxation, government, and many other re
lated matters. Public recognition of these
attributes is found in widespread selection
of accountants to serve local, state and fed
eral agencies. In addition, the professional
accountant participates extensively in com
munity activities such as church, charity,
school, and public service programs.

9. Accountancy Is An Expanding Profession
Leaders in the accounting profession are in
terested in (a) making more able young
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The Audiences We Address
People often speak loosely of something called
“the public.” It is more accurate to speak of
“publics,” or of specific public groups. For
example, it is apparent that lawyers, as a
group, are interested in the affairs of ac
countancy; it is apparent that labor leaders,
as a group, are also interested. But it is ob
vious that the two kinds of interest are far
apart; that what may be meaningful and sig
nificant for one group may be uninteresting
to the other.
It is necessary, therefore, to specify the
principal audiences for this public relations
program. Sometimes these audiences overlap,
but in each case there is enough homogeneity
to make it possible to address the indicated
group as a reasonably well-integrated audi
ence.
The principal audiences include:
1. Business Management

Executives, policy-makers, and professional
managers who direct and supervise the con
duct of business affairs and thus have a
natural interest in the functions of the CPA.
2. Business Owners
Stockholders, shareholders, investors, owner
managers and others, large and small, who
own varying amounts of business, commer
cial and industrial firms, and who must rely
on the opinions of the CPA.

3. The Financial Public
Banks and other credit grantors, investment
analysts, investment bankers, stock ex
changes, financial organizations. Generally,
all those who are professional students of
financial statements.
4. Employees
Employees of business and industrial clients,
who have a natural interest in the financial
affairs of their companies — as, for example,
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in the relationship between profits and wage
levels.
5. Government
National, State and local governments and
governmental bodies, including especially
financial and regulatory agencies in this field
which need accounting information in order
to fix taxes and rates, examine and regis
ter securities and regulate trade practices
equitably.
6. Legislators and the Judiciary
Members of Congress, especially those con
cerned with relevant legislation; members
of State Legislatures and City Councils;
court and legal officials. In general this cate
gory includes all those concerned with
making, enforcing and interpreting laws
having to do with matters of interest to the
accounting profession generally or with the
specific laws and regulations affecting the
high standards and the ethical practice of
accounting.

7. The Legal Profession
Lawyers, law students, law schools, legal
associations and other related groups and
individuals who are interested in the fre
quently close connection between the ac
counting profession and the legal profession.
8. The Academic World
Schools, colleges, universities, institutes and
other academic institutions, especially those
where business affairs are taught, where ac
counting training is offered, and where po
tential accountants may be found.
9. The Accountant
The accountant himself is one of the prin
cipal audiences for information about pro
fessional accountancy, its status, plans and
progress. Part of the program, therefore, is
especially designed to promote the wide dis
semination of helpful public relations and
informational material to individual ac
countants and to accounting organizations.

10. Media Executives
Executives who direct the great media of
communication form an especially impor
tant public, for upon their general attitudes

toward the profession will depend to a con
siderable extent their treatment of specific
informational material directed to the other
groups.

The Use of Media
Some media of communication lend them
selves to particular audiences. A legal jour
nal, for example, may be the best way to
reach lawyers with information about a pro
fessional problem. But sometimes a general
medium may achieve better coverage of such
a particular audience than a medium de
signed expressly for that audience. For ex
ample, information of general news value,
published in a newspaper, may be read by
more lawyers than the same information in
a law journal of delayed publication.
There is, in short, no rule of thumb, appli
cable in all cases, for adapting media to infor
mation or vice-versa. Local attitudes and local
needs must always be considered in specific
cases. It is important to remember:
a. It is almost always possible to “tailor” the use
of media with respect to some one welldefined project or program.
b. Almost all separate public groups do have
special media which can be used to reach
them, in addition to general media.

These two principles will be observed at
all times in the conduct of the public rela
tions program. They may also prove useful
to State societies and local chapters in work
ing out their own programs.
In general the audiences listed previously
will be reached through the use of:
General Media — such as daily newspapers, rural
newspapers, wire services, financial and eco
nomic writers, columnists, journals of opinion,
and radio.

Technical Media — such as professional journals,
financial, trade and business magazines, daily
financial papers.
Special Media — such as booklets and brochures,
house organs, sponsored publications, and di
rect mail to special mailing lists.

Overall coverage will always be a goal
when this is possible, and special media will
be used whenever appropriate. Mailing lists
for these purposes are maintained by the
Institute.

Special Projects
The public relations plan outlined here is
conceived as a long-range program. It will be
marked by a continuing effort to make more
people aware of more things about certified
public accountants and their activities.

However, special projects have particular
utility: they can be used to meet problems
that require immediate handling; and they
can be used to give short-term emphasis to
long-range themes.
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sorship when desirable. The Institute will
continue to provide assistance to any State
society which requests it in connection with
the advertising program; and, if the need
exists, will make revisions in the series of
messages from time to time.

This section, therefore, shows the major
types of special projects which will be carried
out:

1. Pattern Material. Pattern material is usually
prepared so that it can be filled in with local
names and other facts and be adapted to
local needs. Such material often has high
acceptance with local editors. A statement
on tax simplification made by a national
official of the Institute, for example, may not
be printed at all in many local newspapers,
but will be printed if the same information
is adapted and issued by a local official.
Such pattern material — speeches, state
ments, announcements, etc. — will be pro
vided regularly by the Institute.

7. Committee Activities. The activities of all
Institute committees affect public relations
and in many cases should be more widely
publicized. Conspicuous examples are the
bulletins issued by the Committee on Ac
counting Procedure and Auditing Procedure
and the testing program developed under
the Committee on Selection of Personnel.

8. Speakers. Officials of the Institute and out
standing members of the profession are often
asked to make important policy speeches
before public groups. The Institute will, on
a limited basis, prepare or assist in the
preparation of such addresses. It is desir
able to encourage public speaking by Insti
tute members and by accountants generally,
especially when the subject matter is of
broad general interest and when the address
will help to implement the policy objectives
of the public relations program.

2. Kits of Material. Sometimes a program
which must be carried out locally requires
a number of different informational items,
all relevant to the same project. Example:
material useful in promoting helpful legisla
tion, or in combating legislation contrary to
the interests of accountants. Such kits will
be prepared as required, for distribution to
State societies and their chapters.

3. Special Booklets. From time to time special
booklets will be prepared to meet particular
needs.
4. Field Conferences. State, local and regional
conferences have been held with consider
able success in the past in connection with
accounting matters of importance to the
profession. The Institute is always ready to
assist in preparation and publicity for such
conferences.

5. Special Mailings. Sometimes announcements
from the Institute have to do with problems
of broad public interest which call for at
tention from key public leaders. In such
cases it is often useful to distribute infor
mational material directly to them by mail.

6. Institutional Advertising. Proofs of adver
tisements in the institutional advertising
program were distributed during 1947 to all
State societies, for local and regional spon

9. Attitude Polls. Polls have been taken in the
past to determine the attitudes of key busi
ness executives toward certified public ac
countants. The findings have been useful
in planning public relations activities. It is
expected that additional polls may be taken
from time to time, to see whether, and to
what extent, opinion may have changed.
10. Special Campaigns. When and if a particu
lar, well-defined problem requires such
action, a special campaign, tailored to fit the
need, will be planned and conducted.

Note: The Institute is staffed to plan and exe
cute other special projects of the types
indicated when occasion requires. It is
also ready to offer counsel and assistance
to State societies and local chapters and,
within reasonable limits, to prepare spe
cial material adapted to local needs.
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Relationship with State Societies and Local Chapters
Public opinion, like the tariff, is often a local
matter.
It is therefore of particular importance
that this program be carried out in such a
way as to provide direct and useful assistance
to State societies and their chapters.
In this connection, the following points
will be stressed in the execution of this
program:
1. The Institute, subject to natural limitations
of staff and budget, will make every effort to
help State groups handle public relations
problems and programs.

2. Efforts will be made to achieve efficiency
through the national planning of basic mate
rial for local use and through the coordinating
facilities of the Institute.
3. State societies and their chapters are en
couraged to carry on their own public rela
tions programs; such State programs, insofar
as possible, should be consistent with the na
tional program and policy as expressed in this
pamphlet.
4. Educational and informational material about
public relations, designed especially for in
ternal use, will be prepared for individual
accountants and for State groups.

Statement of Policy
Organized public relations programs may
take many different forms. This program
is especially designed to benefit certified
public accountants. Thus the program is con
ceived in professional terms and has the fol
lowing special characteristics:
1. The public relations program must stress the
need for establishing communications be
tween accountants and their publics; thus the
informational and educational approaches
will be emphasized in the preparation of pub
lic relations material; the so-called “promo
tional” approach will be avoided. The pro
gram will have a professional tone, and must
in all ways be consistent with professional
dignity and ethics.

2. A sound public relations program must be
integrated with the overall program of the
organization it is designed to help; thus the
present program must at all times be an inti
mate part of, and accurately reflect, the pro
gram and needs of the American Institute of
Accountants and the profession generally.
3. The operations phase of the program will
have two major points of emphasis — national
and local. With respect to the national pro
gram, an effort will be made to deal in broad
terms with the problems and opportunities of
the profession. The other part of the program
will emphasize the need for concrete and
practical assistance for certified public ac
countants organized in State societies and
local chapters.
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